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Abstract: 
This document reports progress of the realization and deployment of the ANA test-bed. 
The objectives of these activities are to provide an infrastructure for conducting 
distributed experiments as well as testing the individual components of the ANA system. 
The document provides an update on the activities reported in D4.2. 
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Executive Summary 

The ultimate goal of ANA is to design and develop a network architecture that can 
demonstrate the feasibility and properties of autonomic networking. This process has to 
be supported through test-bed activities. The work carried out in work package 4 in 
general comprises all issues related to the test-bed infrastructure, demonstration and 
visualisation, integration and evaluation.  

This deliverable deals with the test-bed infrastructure and different tools available in this 
context. An initial overview has been given in D4.2. This document summarises and 
updates the topics addressed in D4.2. 

In particular, this document describes the operation of the ANALab-host system, i.e. the 
communication protocol and software upon which the test-bed infrastructure is built. This 
"peer-to-peer style system" has been developed specifically for ANA in order to have a 
light-weight and flexible tool for quickly deploying and re-configuring the ANA test-bed. 
With the ANALab-host software running on standard PCs, the goal was to avoid using 
costly networking equipments, which often require an important management overhead 
and a static and centralized configuration system. 

Further, this document introduces the TOSCANA system, which has been developed to 
provide a web-based graphical visualisation of the ANA-Lab test-bed. It is a Java applet 
running inside a TOMCAT container (i.e. a web-server capable of running Java servlets). 
TOSCANA closely interoperates with the ANALab-host development since it uses 
information provided by the ANALab-host software in order to provide the graphical 
visualisation. To reduce the development overhead, TOSCANA uses the powerful 
GoogleMap API and system in order to create the graphical display. 
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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE EXTENDED ANA 
TEST-BED ACTIVITIES 

1.1 Scope of Deliverable 
The aim of this deliverable is to provide an update describe of the activities and initiatives 
aimed at providing an infrastructure for testing various aspects of the ANA software as 
introduced in D4.2. It provides a status update and reports on new and continuing 
developments. The combination of all activities reported here is what we call the ANA 
test-bed.  

With the ANA test-bed activities we aim to cover the complete spectrum of testing 
requirements, i.e. for both, evaluation of research outcomes from tasks in other work-
packages as well as for typical software debugging and testing of the ANA prototype. 
Thus, the test-bed activities are specifically targeted towards providing an environment 
for tests and evaluation of autonomic networking concepts within ANA, and possibly 
beyond. 

As reported previously we have taken into consideration the need for: 

- white box (conformance to specification) and regression (interoperability) tests both 
in-site as well as in a distributed environment,  

- scalability tests through a simulation environment, 

- interoperability tests with traditional applications for conformance to the legacy APIs 

A major focus has been to provide a convenient visual tool by which the testing 
environment can be controlled. This has resulted in the development of the TOSCANA 
system, led by UBasel. The tool allows visualising and controlling the links between 
ANA-Lab hosts distributed across the different partners’ sites. 

1.2 Structure of the Document 
This document is organized in four sections.  

Section 1 (this section) introduces the scope of this deliverable. 

Section 2 gives a summary and status update of the main points discussed in D4.2. In 
particularly these are the ANA Lab, the ANA Lab overlay, simulation and emulation 
environments and links to other initiatives.  

Section 3 introduces the TOSCANA system and details its features and capabilities.  

Finally, section 4 concludes the deliverable. 
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2 ANA TEST-BED INFRASTRUCTURE 
UPDATE 

2.1 Overview 
This section provides a brief summary and update of the ANA test-bed infrastructure 
work as discussed in D4.2. The topics addressed in D4.2 are the ANA Lab, simulation 
and emulation environments, and the relationship between ANA and other test-bed 
initiatives. Issues regarding legacy application interoperability tests have been addressed 
previously 

2.2 ANA Lab Summary and Update 
The goal of the ANA Lab was to develop a framework of different tools, necessary to test 
ANA code and run research evaluation experiments. Over the period of the project a 
number of facilities have been established: 

- Dynamic Overlay Infrastructure: The ANA-Lab infrastructure consists of a number 
of dedicated host machines located at the different network sites of the ANA partners. 
Each machine runs one instance of the ANALab-host software and it typically runs 
one or more instances of the ANA node. The ANA-Lab infrastructure does not have 
any fixed interconnecting topology: basically, the instances of the ANALab-host can 
be configured to setup peerings (i.e. connections) among each other in a dynamic way 
in order to create a connected graph of all the ANA-Lab hosts. These machines then 
start exchanging packets in a peer-to-peer style: these packets contain information 
such as the name of the partner, the geographical location of the machine, the name of 
the contact person for this machine, etc (this is detailed later in the section about 
TOSCANA), and also information about the status of the ANA node(s) running on 
this host. In this way, all the machines of the ANA-Lab infrastructure dynamically get 
information about all the other connected machines. To visualise this information, a 
dedicated ANALab-host runs the TOSCANA visualisation tool: this is web-based 
interface which displays the status of the ANA-Lab network in a dynamic manner. 
The operation of the ANA-Lab overlay is detailed in Section 2.3 while the operation 
of the TOSCANA system is described in Section 3. 

- White Box and Regression Testing Infrastructure: White-box tests aim to validate 
the internal correctness of individual code components and their conformance to the 
specifications. Regression tests on the other hand refer to interoperability tests of 
individual code components with other components of the ANA architecture. This is 
achieved through the ANA Brick Software Verification Framework. It is part of the 
integration testing phase. It assumes that an individual code brick internally operates 
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correctly; though in the mean time it is likely that some APIs of some other code 
bricks may have changed. This could lead to a failure in the communication between 
the different code bricks. These types of failures are detected and reported by the 
Brick Verification Framework. Similar to MINMEX there is a Management Console 
that gives access to a web form that can be used to perform a number of tasks to 
execute the testing. Further, there is a remote experiment instrumentation facility 
(supported by a web-based interface), that enables developers to schedule distributed 
experiments in the ANA Lab overlay network and recover appropriate log data 
afterwards. 

Thus, the work within the reporting period concentrated on the TOSCANA system as 
reported in section 3. It has also been decided not to pursue the X-Bone Inter-Connect 
any longer since the peer-to-peer style ANALab host software is deemed to be more 
suitable considering the nature and objectives of the project.  

2.3 The ANA-Lab overlay 

2.3.2  Basic operation 
As introduced earlier in this document, the ANA-Lab network consists of a number of 
distributed hosts located at the premises (networks) of all ANA partners. Each of these 
hosts runs an instance of the ANALab-host software, which was developed in 2008 by 
UBasel. Basically, each ANALab-host instance sets up peerings (i.e. connections) with 
other remote instances in order to dynamically form a connected graph of all the hosts of 
the ANA-Lab infrastructure. These peerings are typically set up upon startup of the 
ANALab-host software: the information about the peerings is obtained via a 
configuration file which contains <ip:port> entries such as: 
 
 NEIGH=192.43.193.66:4242 
 NEIGH=129.132.57.30:4242 
 NEIGH=139.165.222.132:4242 
 … 

 
Each ANALab-host only needs to set up some peerings with a few other hosts: this is 
sufficient to create a connected graph of all the ANA-Lab hosts. Each instance of the 
ANALab-host software then starts exchanging information with all its directly connected 
neighbours (i.e. the hosts it has peerings with) in a periodical manner. This information 
contains various entries which are obtained from the configuration file. In the current 
version of the software, one can specify the following information: 
 
 PARTNER=UBASEL 
 HOSTNAME=UBasel-analab1  
 DESCRIPTION=PC testbed host at UBasel 
 CONTACT=Christophe Jelger, christophe.jelger@unibas.ch 
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 GEOCODE=Bernoullistr. 16, Basel, Switzerland|47.559917|7.581868 

 
When an ANA-Lab host receives this information from one of its neighbours, it checks 
the validity of the information via sequence numbers and then forwards the information 
to its own neighbours. If the information is not valid (e.g. too old) or was already seen 
(because of natural loops in the ANA-Lab network), it is discarded and not forwarded. 
Hence for a given host, the information that emanates from the ANALab-host software 
gradually propagates through the entire ANA-Lab network and hence reaches all the 
hosts of this infrastructure. Actually, the propagation process creates a forest of spanning 
trees with each tree being rooted at one of the ANA-Lab hosts. The propagation process 
is repeated periodically (every 2 minutes) and in an asynchronous manner: neighbouring 
hosts avoid sending data at the same time in order to distribute (in time) the load of the 
process in a uniform manner. 
The propagation process is illustrated in figure 1, which shows a simple example with 
five ANA-Lab hosts located at five different partners. This example shows the 
propagation of the information sent by the host located at UBasel: the information 
propagates away from this host and it is forwarded by all the hosts that receive it for the 
first time (duplicates are discarded as shown by the red crosses). As only shown for the 
host located at NEC, at the end of the process all the hosts have learned the information 
sent by UBasel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10.0.0.1

10.0.0.2

10.0.0.3

10.0.0.5

10.0.0.4

UBasel

ETHZ

ULG

NEC

FOKUS

UBASEL
10.0.0.1:4242
UBasel-analab1
PC Testbed host at UBasel
christophe.jelger@unibas.ch
Geo: 47.559917 | 7.581868

Information learned via 
propagation process

peering

Figure 1: Example of ANA Lab propagation process 

 
The motivation for developing this system in a peer-to-peer style was to avoid having a 
centralized management system and infrastructure for setting up and configuring the 
ANA-Lab network. Our decentralized networking model allows each ANA partner to 
dynamically add or remove ANA hosts in a very flexible way: the only constraint is that 
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each partner must keep a list of hosts currently up and running at its premises. This list is 
available on and via the collaborative “wiki” workspace of the project: it is needed by all 
partners to configure and setup its peerings with other ANA-Lab hosts. 

2.3.3  Monitoring and Configuration 
To monitor and dynamically re-configure the ANA-Lab network, each instance of the 
ANALab-host software can be controlled with a command-line tool. This tool, called 
peerconfig, permits to show the status of the ANA-Lab network (as seen by the host 
on which the command executes), and it also permits to add or remove peerings. The 
syntax of the command is: 
 
Usage: ./peerconfig --port_number { COMMAND } [ ARGUMENT ] 
 
  where: --port_number := udp port of CLI socket of local ANA-Lab host 
  where: COMMAND ARG := { show_peers } 
                     := { add_neigh ipv4addr:port } 
                     := { del_neigh ipv4addr } 
                     := { get_info Host-ID } 
                     := { clean_cache } 
                     := { fetch_peerinfo on|off } 

 
For example, when executed on one test-bed host located at UBasel, this command 
shows: 
 
$ peerconfig --2424 show_peers 
 
Local host:  192.43.193.65  0002-4961-d67b-7165  SEQ#=89577 
Fetching XML peerinfo: ON (period is 120 seconds) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       IP        | NEIGH | HOPS | AGE |  SEQ#  |      Host ID        | 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  192.43.193.66     Yes      1     15    89594   0006-4961-d20b-2f45 
  192.43.193.67      No      2     20    89593   0003-3877-044c-ec5b 
 132.227.62.178     Yes      1     17    45759   0007-4975-e6b3-0000 
   129.97.74.18     Yes      1      4    18547   000b-4982-5b8a-537b 
   129.97.74.20      No      2      7    18544   000b-4982-5f10-3f48 
193.174.152.146      No      2     13    60121   0005-496f-5381-d23e 
  194.80.38.165      No      3     21   207760   0004-492b-f440-b73e 
  129.132.57.30     Yes      1      2   714499   0001-4843-c720-5c3a 
  213.33.103.22     Yes      1     20   207529   000a-492b-d855-ad1e 

 
The IP column shows all the hosts that are known. The NEIGH column indicates whether 
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the host has a peering with this peer. The HOPS column indicates the distance (in hops in 
the overlay) from the host. The SEQ column shows the current sequence number of the 
corresponding host: this is incremented each time the propagation process is started, and 
it is used to discard outdated information and avoid loops. Finally, the HOST ID is used 
to uniquely identify each host in the ANA-Lab overlay. 

The commands get_info, clear_cache, and fetch_peerinfo are used by the 
TOSCANA system to create a graphical display of the ANA-Lab network. This is 
detailed in Section 3 of this document. 

2.4 Simulation and Emulation Environments - 
Summary and Update 

In parallel to the ANA Lab infrastructure a simulation and emulation-based test-bed has 
been developed. Through the simulation environment issues related to large scale aspects, 
for example scalability in terms of nodes or different topologies or environments are 
investigated; while the emulation environment aims to tackle the problem of diversity 
(i.e. testing in different operational conditions). Moreover the emulation environment in 
FOKUS is intended for testing the complete ANA prototype once it has reached a mature 
state. 

The ANA Node Simulation Environment Ns2 was intended as a specially adapted 
version of the Network Simulator ns2. The idea was that using an ns2 version of the ANA 
core, ANA nodes could be easily created, and the desired bricks could be dynamically 
loaded and attached to the nodes through scenario scripts. This would allow exploring 
different scenarios and testing new functional blocks quickly before using resources in 
the ANA Lab test-bed. The goal when developing the ns2 version of the ANA software in 
2007 was to obtain an easy-to-use simulation platform for developing, testing, and 
debugging components before they could be used in the ANA LAB test-bed. This would 
have also allowed exploring different scenarios and testing new functional blocks quickly 
before using resources in the ANA Lab test-bed. However, in 2008 the development and 
maintenance of the ns2 software was stopped and the development of a fully re-designed 
version 3 of ns has started. With ns2 being no longer maintained, and ns3 being in 
development, the ANA consortium decided to stop the support of ns in ANA and re-
allocate the corresponding person-months to the development of the Linux version of the 
ANA Core software..  

In the ANA Emulation Environment a black-box testing strategy is used. Conformance 
and interoperability testing are carried out in this environment. Conformance testing is 
the process of assessing the compliance of a product to its defining specification or a 
given standard. Successful completion of a conformance test will enhance the probability 
of interoperability with other products that have been successfully conformance tested. 
Interoperability testing is the process of assessing the ability of a system to exchange 
usable information with systems of other services as specified in its requirements 
documents. A factor in this context are the ANA information dispatch points (IDPs) 
using various means for exchanging data and control messages, such as Sockets or other 
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IPC mechanism, which makes the issue more complex. Due to the black-box abstraction, 
however, internal behaviour is not addressed. Within the black-box test the Test and Test 
Control Notation TTCN-3 [-2] in conjunction with standard procedures are used. The 
ANA TTCN-3 Test Platform is used for the conformance verification of bricks to the 
ANA specification, as well as the conformance verification of applications. Further, it is 
used to verify the interoperability of new ANA bricks, and the interoperability of ANA 
applications. This is achieved through the TTCN-3 test platform components, which use 
an abstract test suite compiled into executable tests. A detailed description of this 
approach is described in [-1]. 

2.5 Relationship to other Test-Bed Initiatives 
ANA has relationships with the following other test-bed initiatives 

- One-Lab II is a EU-IST EU-IST 7th Framework project with the aim of developing 
the interconnection of new networking test-beds with the existing PlanetLab Central 
technology. It has been proposed in One-Lab II that the gateway/ inter-stitching 
facility between these test-beds will be based on the ANA node technology designed 
in the context of the ANA project. It is envisaged that ANA is going to be ported onto 
One-Lab II within the upcoming period 

- UK Level-0 is a UK national initiative (JA.Net [-3]) that aims to establish a native 
inter-connect for the purpose of systems and network testing and research among a 
number of universities (Lancaster University is leading this initiative). This 
essentially is an attempt to overcome limitations and constraints inherent in traditional 
tunnel-based test-beds, such as the MBONE (global multicast test-bed), 6BONE 
(global IPv6 test-bed), ABONE (global active network test-bed), and other such large 
scale virtual infrastructures. The ANA consortium has been investigating a 
collaboration in the way of carrying out specific tests over UK Level-0. Discussions 
are ongoing about initiatives including DANTE/GEANT and JANET (UK).  

- Collaborations within the Network of the Future programme (Objective ICT-
2007.1.1) specifically with 4WARD and E^3 have been considered. Both are Large 
Scale Integrating Projects (IP) within the 7th Framework Programme that started in 
Jan 2008. They address Challenge 1: Pervasive and Trusted Network and Service 
Infrastructures under the Objective ICT-2007.1.1 The Network of the Future. 
4WARD aims to increase the competitiveness of the European networking industry 
and to improve the quality of life for European citizens by creating a new generation 
of dependable and interoperable networks providing direct and ubiquitous access to 
information, evolving and replacing today’s Internet paradigms. This will pave the 
ground for more advanced and more affordable communication services for the next 
decades, beyond 2015. Unlike most other EU projects in this area, 4WARD is 
committed to a ‘clean slate approach’ to address these issues, and hence it is 
following a similar philosophy to ANA. The key technology research areas identified 
for the 4WARD approach are: development of a 4WARD architecture framework, 
virtualisation, incorporation of in-network management principles, generic 
connectivity and a future content-centric network of information. For the work in 



these areas the functional composition principle developed by the EU ANA Project 
and the resulting flexibility and extensibility features are of interest. 
 
ANA has close links with both, 4WARD and the End-to-End Efficiency (E^3) project 
through project partners active in these projects or research co-operations.  
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3 THE TOSCANA SYSTEM 

3.1 Overview 
The TOSCANA (Test-bed OperationS Console for ANA) system has been developed to 
provide a web-based graphical visualisation of the ANA-Lab test-bed. TOSCANA was 
developed by UBasel: it is a Java applet running inside a TOMCAT container (i.e. a web-
server capable of running Java servlets). TOSCANA is basically independent from the 
ANALab-host development, but it gets the information to be displayed via the ANALab-
host software. 

Typically, the TOSCANA server runs on one ANA-Lab host that is specially configured 
to dump the information about all the ANA-Lab hosts in XML files that can be used by 
TOSCANA to display the status of the network. This feature is activated via the 
peerconfig command by simply setting the fetch_peerinfo flag to on: 

 
 $ peerconfig --2424 fetch_peerinfo on 
 
--> turned ON fetching of peerinfo 

 
This notifies the ANALab-host software to periodically dump the information of all the 
known ANA-Lab hosts into a special cache directory. This directory is then periodically 
checked by TOSCANA to display the state of the network. For example, and based on the 
example shown in Section 2.3.3, the directory contains the following files. 
 
$ ls cache/ 
20090113_065720_0001-4843-c720-5c3a.xml  20090205_133825_0004-492b-f440-b73e.xml 

20090203_193303_000b-4982-5f10-3f48.xml  20090205_133827_0007-4975-e6b3-0000.xml 

20090205_133711_000a-492b-d855-ad1e.xml  20090205_133828_000b-4982-5f10-3f48.xml 

20090205_133716_0006-4961-d20b-2f45.xml  20090205_133840_0001-4843-c720-5c3a.xml 

20090205_133735_0003-3877-044c-ec5b.xml  20090205_133846_0005-496f-5381-d23e.xml 

20090205_133757_000b-4982-5b8a-537b.xml  20090205_133849_0002-4961-d67b-7165.xml 

 
Each file contains some link-state information used by TOSCANA to re-construct the 
graph of the network in a similar manner as link-state routing protocols reconstruct a 
network topology from various link-state information. The example below shows the 
content of one of the XML files: 
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$ more cache/20090205_134251_0002-4961-d67b-7165.xml 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE toscanareport SYSTEM "toscanareport.dtd"> 
<toscanareport timestamp="20090205_134250"> 
  <node id="0002-4961-d67b-7165"> 
    <hostname> 
      UBasel-ANALab 
    </hostname> 
    <partner> 
      UBASEL 
    </partner> 
    <shortdescription> 
      Desktop testbed host at UBasel 
    </shortdescription> 
    <contact> 
      Christophe Jelger, christophe.jelger@unibas.ch 
    </contact> 
    <location> 
      Basel, Switzerland 
    </location> 
    <long> 
      7.587680 
    </long> 
    <lat> 
      47.548721 
    </lat> 
    <neighbors> 
      <neighbor id="0006-4961-d20b-2f45"/> 
      <neighbor id="0007-4975-e6b3-0000"/> 
      <neighbor id="000b-4982-5b8a-537b"/> 
      <neighbor id="0001-4843-c720-5c3a"/> 
      <neighbor id="000a-492b-d855-ad1e"/> 
    </neighbors> 
  </node> 
</toscanareport> 

 

3.2  Graphical display 
The graphical display generated by TOSCANA uses the GoogleMap API to create an 
interactive display of the location of the ANA-Lab hosts. In addition it is also possible to 
display further information by clicking on one of the ANA-Lab host being displayed. The 
following three figures show the current state of the ANA-Lab network in multiple views: 
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Figure 2 shows all European partners and UWaterloo, Figure 3 shows the European 
partners, and Figure 4 shows what happens when the user clicks on one of the hosts being 
displayed. 

 

 
Figure 2: Toscana Test-bed Interface showing all partners 

 
Figure 2 gives the “World-wide” view of the ANA-Lab network. Each green dot 
represents an active ANALab-host software instance, and each green link represents an 
active peering between two ANA-Lab hosts. 
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Figure3: Toscana Test-bed Interface showing European partners only 
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Figure 4: Toscana Test-bed - Detailed view of the host UBasel-ANALab 

The TOSCANA system can also display the configuration and status of vlinks being set 
up between ANA nodes. To see this information, the user must login with a proper 
username and password. After login TOSCANA shows the vlink configuration as 
depicted in Figure 5.  

The TOSCANA system can also display the configuration and status of vlinks being set 
up between ANA nodes. The vlink sub-system is a low-level component of the ANA core 
software, which permits to dynamically create and manage "virtual links" between ANA 
nodes, independently from the underlying physical network topology. This feature has 
already been described in deliverable D.4.2. To see the vlink information on TOSCANA, 
the user must login with a proper username and password. Once the login is done, 
TOSCANA shows the vlink configuration as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Status of vlink setup 

In Figure 5 a vlink 123 is set up between the hosts UBasel-ANALab and UBasel-anahost-
1. Actually the vlink is set between ANA nodes (MINMEXs): this is shown with the 
suffix number (actually the process id of the MINMEX) in front of the hostname. The 
figure also shows the vlink 444 with status DOWN and the vlink 333 with status UP: the 
figure also shows these two vlinks are only configured on the host UBasel-anahost-1 so 
this shows an incomplete configuration (i.e. there is no other end-point configured yet). 

3.3 Current status and future work 
The current version of TOSCANA is already quite mature and stable. Although this is not 
shown in this document, TOSCANA also temporarily displays hosts and links that have 
failed marked in red; after some delay, such nodes and links are removed from the 
display. As future work, we want to extend TOSCANA such that it also displays the 
status of the MINMEX and the list of bricks currently being executed on some ANA 
node. This permits a complete view of the status and configuration of the ANA test-bed 
hosts and of the ANA nodes running on these hosts. 
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4 SUMMARY 

The ANA test-bed infrastructure provides a flexible and dynamic environment for the 
testing of ANA components. ANA Lab in particular operates across all partners’ site and 
thus allows the evaluation of ANA components in a distributed manner. All ANA 
partners have provided dedicated resources for the ANA Lab. 

In addition to the ANA Lab, TOSCANA now provides a convenient visual tool by which 
the testing environment can be controlled. The tool allows visualising and controlling the 
links between ANA-Lab hosts distributed over the different partners’ sites. 

With all these tools and procedures in place we have an environment for testing and 
evaluation that can be used by all partners. We consider it generic enough to be useful for 
all work packages and, from its structure, it could potentially also be used by others. 
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